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About the Book

?A luminous, Marquez-esque tale? (O, The Oprah Magazine) from the New York Times bestselling author of THE 

MUSEUM OF EXTRAORDINARY THINGS: a forbidden love story set on a tropical island about the extraordinary 

woman who gave birth to painter Camille Pissarro --- the Father of Impressionism.

Growing up on idyllic St. Thomas in the early 1800s, Rachel dreams of life in faraway Paris. Rachel?s mother, a pillar of 

their small refugee community of Jews who escaped the Inquisition, has never forgiven her daughter for being a difficult 

girl who refuses to live by the rules. Growing up, Rachel?s salvation is their maid Adelle?s belief in her strengths, and 

her deep, life-long friendship with Jestine, Adelle?s daughter. But Rachel?s life is not her own. She is married off to a 

widower with three children to save her father?s business. When her older husband dies suddenly and his handsome, 

much younger nephew, Frédérick, arrives from France to settle the estate, Rachel seizes her own life story, beginning a 

defiant, passionate love affair that sparks a scandal that affects all of her family, including her favorite son, who will 

become one of the greatest artists of France.

?A work of art? (Dallas Morning News), THE MARRIAGE OF OPPOSITES showcases the beloved, bestselling Alice 

Hoffman at the height of her considerable powers. ?Her lush, seductive prose, and heart-pounding subject?make this 

latest skinny-dip in enchanted realism?the Platonic ideal of the beach read? (Slate.com). Once forgotten to history, the 

marriage of Rachel and Frédérick ?will only renew your commitment to Hoffman?s astonishing storytelling? (USA Today

). 

Discussion Guide

Introduction

From the New York Times bestselling author of THE DOVEKEEPERS and THE MUSEUM OF EXTRAORDINARY 
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THINGS comes a spellbinding tale of forbidden love, family secrets and unimaginable beauty. Set in St. Thomas in the 

early 1800s, THE MARRIAGE OF OPPOSITES follows one of history?s lesser known women: headstrong and 

rebellious Rachel Pizzarro --- the mother of one of Impressionism?s founding artists, Camille Pissarro.

 

Discussion Questions

1. Discuss the title. Which marriage or relationship does ?The Marriage of Opposites? refer to? Where in the novel do 

you first recognize the title?s significance?

2. In Chapter 1, Rachel says, ?Perhaps that was what my mother disliked most. I resembled her. I could not help but 

wonder if for some women, that was the worst sin of all.? Discuss Rachel?s relationship with her mother, her own 

stepchildren, and female relationships around her. What sort of resemblance does she mean? Compare these 

relationships with the one Rachel has with her son, Camille.  

3. ?. . . on this island, strength was a necessity? (page 22). Consider the power dynamics in the novel, from mental 

strength to willpower, physical strength versus financial dominance. Discuss what is meant when Rachel?s father tells 

her that her marriage is ?a combining of strengths? (page 27). For these characters, which strength is most valuable?  

4. Discuss the importance of identity in the novel. What are the roles of religion, race, and class as they contribute to 

each character?s definition of self?

5. Weather and the natural world figure strongly in THE MARRIAGE OF OPPOSITES. Consider how Rachel, Frédéric 

and Camille view the rain and the heat. Discuss the differences or similarities in their points of view. How do 

descriptions of weather define life on St. Thomas and life in Paris?

6. There are many sorts of love that are ?forbidden? in the novel. Why does the community disapprove of Rachel and 

Frédéric?s relationship? Why does Rachel later disapprove of her son?s relationship with a working member of her 

household, when she herself has been so close to Adelle and Jestine?

7. The mystical world plays a key part in life on the island. Often, characters speak of spells, spirits, and ghosts and use 

herbs to cure emotional and physical distress. Compare the role of spirituality on St. Thomas and in Paris. At what point 

does the mystical distinguish itself from Jewish tradition?

8. The relationship Madame Halevy forms with Camille? Why do you think he is so interested in her and the stories she 

has to tell?

9. Discuss this line from page 272: ?But a servant, no matter how beloved, was not a friend, and a slave was a shadow, 

nothing more.? What did you learn about slavery and servant culture in St. Thomas in this novel? Do you feel it is 

similar to American slave-owner, servant-worker relationships? Can there be true friendships in a relationship where one 

person has more power than the other?

10. ?Always pay heed to the woman who comes before you. If he?s treated her badly, he will treat you much the same? 



(page 231). How does Rachel?s understanding of Madame Petit affect the way she raises her children? Does this 

statement grant Lydia any sense of clarity on her father? Discuss how Rachel, Lydia, and other women understand the 

roles of the women who came before them.

11. THE MARRIAGE OF OPPOSITES contains a fluid definition of family. Many characters, both male and female, 

have illegitimate children who are unacknowledged, abandoned or cast off.  Discuss the different manifestations of 

family in this novel. Were you surprised to learn who Aaron and Jestine really are? Why or why not?

12. In the afterword, Alice Hoffman explains briefly how she came across the story of Pissarro?s mother. How was your 

reading of the novel or opinion of it affected by the knowledge that this is based on a true story?

 

Enhance Your Book Club

1. ?Like the breakfast he?d had, the landscape was a familiar part of him that surfaced in his dreams and in his art? (page 

257). With your book club, research Camille Pissarro?s artwork on the Internet or, if you are able, visit a local museum 

that features his work. Discuss how the novel?s setting is manifested in his work. Is THE MARRIAGE OF OPPOSITES 

characteristic of Pissarro?s style? Are there paintings that remind you of scenes in the novel?

2. Select one of Alice Hoffman?s other works, such as THE MUSEUM OF EXTRAORDINARY THINGS or THE 

DOVEKEEPERS, for your next book club meeting.How are these works similar or dissimilar to THE MARRIAGE OF 

OPPOSITES? 

3. Research the colonization of St. Thomas --- especially the history of the Jews there --- and native spiritual culture. 

Does anything in your research surprise you?

4. For your next book group, select a book about other ?invisible? women in history.

Try to discover the stories of women in your own family. Interview older relatives or read about history of women in 

your own culture.

5. To learn more about Alice Hoffman, visit her website at www.alicehoffman.com or connect with her on Facebook at 

www.facebook.com/alicehoffmanauthor.

Author Bio

Alice Hoffman is the author of more than 30 works of fiction, including MAGIC LESSONS, THE WORLD THAT WE 

KNEW, PRACTICAL MAGIC, THE RULES OF MAGIC (a Reese Witherspoon Book Club pick), the Oprah?s Book 

Club selection HERE ON EARTH, THE RED GARDEN, THE DOVEKEEPERS, THE MUSEUM OF 

EXTRAORDINARY THINGS, THE MARRIAGE OF OPPOSITES and FAITHFUL. She lives near Boston.
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Critical Praise

?Lilting prose, beautifully meted out folklore and historical references, and Hoffman's deep conviction in her characters 

(especially those "willing to do anything for love") make reading this 'contes du temps passé' a total pleasure.?
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